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Chapter 1 – 2 Answers:  

1. He is a London artist who paints the portrait of young Dorian Gray. (1) 

2. Lord Wotton is fascinated by Basil’s subject for the painting, a beautiful young man 

named Dorian Gray. (1) 

3. Basil feels that he has put too much of his own self into the painting and it reveals 

the secrets of his soul. (1) 

4. He believes that the appearance of a new medium for art and the appearance 

of a new personality for art are the only two eras of importance in the world’s 

history.  (1) 

5. Dorian Gray was sitting beside Basil when he painted the landscape.  Basil credits 

“some subtle influence” from Dorian’s presence to the success of the work. (1) 

6. Basil is afraid that Lord Henry will be a negative influence on the young Dorian 

Gray. (1) 

7. Lord Henry claims that self-development is the “aim of life”. (1) 

8. Lord Henry believes that “the only way to get rid of a temptation is to yield to it”. 

(1) 

9. Dorian wishes that his portrait would age and that he would remain young and 

untouched by the ugliness of life. (1) 

10. Basil attributes Dorian’s reaction to Lord Henry’s negative influence. (1) 

 

Chapter 3 – 4 Answers:  

1. Dorian’s father was killed in a duel.  It was rumoured but never proved that this 

duel was set up by Dorian’s grandfather because he despised the young man 

who had married his daughter. (1) 

2. Lord Henry is enthralled with the exercise of influence. (1) 

3. He tells her that the secret of being young is to repeat the follies of her youth. (1) 

4. Mr Erskine feels this way about Lord Henry. (1) 

5. He chooses to go to the park with Lord Henry instead of keeping his promise to visit 

Basil. (1) 

6. Lord Henry Wotton’s wife. (1) 

7. Dorian falls in love with an actress, Sibyl Vane. (1) 

8. Lord Henry tells Dorian that “the real secret of life” is the search for beauty. (1) 

9. Dorian wants Henry and Basil to come to the theatre to see Sibyl Vane, Dorian’s 

love-interest, play Juliet. (1) 

10. Dorian sends a telegram to Lord Henry announcing his engagement to Sibyl Vane. 

(1) 
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Chapter 5 – 6 Answers: 

1. Mr Isaacs advanced them 50 pounds to pay off their debts and to buy James a 

proper outfit. (1) 

2. Sibyl only knows Dorian as “Prince Charming”. (1) 

3. Jim demands to know whether his mother was ever married to his father. (She 

wasn’t) (1) 

4. Jim swears that if “Prince Charming” ever hurts Sibyl, he will kill him. (1) 

5. Lord Henry claims that marriage makes people unselfish and that unselfish people 

are colourless and lack individuality. (1) 

6. They’d kissed backstage after one of her performances.  Dorian told Sibyl that he 

loved her and she said that she was unworthy to be his wife.  He’d not actually 

proposed but he considered himself engaged to her. (2) 

7. To be good is to be in harmony with oneself. (1) 

8. Lord Henry says that he represents all the sins that Dorian has not had the courage 

to commit. (1) 

 

 

Chapter 7 – 8 Answers: 

1. Sibyl’s performance is terrible.  Lord Henry and Basil leave during the show. (1) 

2. She no longer desires to live the lives of her characters, and she wishes to live in the 

real world with Dorian.  She now sees the actors on the stage and not the 

characters she used to see.  The reality has spoilt her acting. (3) 

3. Dorian says that he is no longer in love with her and he will never see her again. (1) 

4. The painting has changed and on the face of the painting “there was a touch of 

cruelty in the mouth”. (1) 

5. Dorian realizes how cruel he has been to Sibyl Vane and he vows that he will make 

it up to her. (1) 

6. Lord Henry’s note says he has learnt that Sibyl Vane died in an accident at the 

theatre. (1) 

7. Dorian chooses to follow his passions and to allow the painting “to bear the 

burden of his shame”. (1) 

8. Dorian believes that it would be a real pleasure to watch the painting change 

while he physically remains the same. (1) 
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Chapter 9 – 10 Answers: 

1. Basil believes that Dorian went to comfort Sibyl’s mother after the tragedy. (1) 

2. He goes to the opera with Lord Henry. (1) 

3. Basil blames Lord Henry (1) for the negative (1) changes in the painting. 

4. Dorian doesn’t want Basil to see the painting (1), so he threatens never to speak to 

Basil again if he looks at the painting (1). 

5. Basil wants to exhibit the portrait in Paris. (1) 

6. Dorian Gray’s housekeeper. (1) 

7. Dorian decides to move the painting into an old schoolroom at the top of the 

house (1), to keep it under lock and key. (1) 

 

 

Chapter 11 – 12 Answers: 

1. The book that Lord Henry gave Dorian has a huge influence over his behavior.  He 

is so caught up in it, he purchases nine copies of it and has them bound in various 

colours to match his changing moods. (2) 

2. The portrait in his upstairs room absorbed all the aging and marks of sin, Dorian’s 

youthful beauty keeps people from believing the worst about him. (2) 

3. Dorian hosts lavish parties complete with extravagant food and music. (1) It is at 

these parties that he exerts his influence over impressionable young people. (1) 

4. Dorian, over a period of several years, delves into many areas of interest. (1) 

Dorian studies embroidered clothing, tapestries, jewels, perfumes, the ritual of 

Roman Catholicism, mysticism and music. (1) When he gets bored with a topic, he 

moves on to the next. (1) 

5. When Dorian comes into the room, the Duke of Berwick walks out. (1) 

6. Basil tells Dorian that he is leaving for Paris for a six months’ stay. (1) 

7. Basil wants to know the truth about the terrible rumours that are going around 

town surrounding Dorian’s moral character. (1) 

8. Those who were closest to Dorian have lost their respectable reputations in society. 

(1) 

9. Basil claims that he would have to see Dorian’s soul before he could believe 

anything he’s heard about Dorian. (1) 

10. Dorian takes Basil upstairs to the locked schoolroom where the painting is kept.  He 

intends to show it to the artist. (1) 
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Chapter 13 – 14 Questions: 

1. What does Basil see when he looks at the portrait he painted of Dorian Gray? (1) 

2. What does Basil implore Dorian to do after seeing the condition of the painting? 

(1) 

3. What does Dorian Gray do to Basil? (1) 

4. Where does Dorian hide Basil’s belongings? (1) 

5. What does Dorian do to provide himself with an alibi regarding Basil’s death? (1) 

6. As Dorian sketches, what seems to appear in all of his drawings? (1) 

7. Who does Dorian send his servant to fetch on the morning after Basil’s death? (1) 

8. In what particular field of study does Alan Campbell specialize? (1) 

9. What request does Dorian Gray make of Alan Campbell? (1) 

10. Why does Alan Campbell agree to do as Dorian asks? (1) 

 

 

Chapter 15 – 16 Questions: 

1. What is Dorian’s mood when he attends Lady Narbourough’s party? (1) 

2. Why does Lady Narbourough seem to hate visiting her daughter and son-in-law? 

(1) 

3. Who does Lady Narbourough accuse of being “extremely wicked”? (1) 

4. What does Lord Henry ask Dorian at Lady Narbourough’s party that makes Dorian 

nervous? (1) 

5. What “things that were dangerous” does Dorian believe had to be dealt with 

immediately upon arriving home from Lady Narbourough’s dinner party? (2) 

6. What words did Lord Henry say the first day he met Dorian that now repeatedly 

play through Dorian’s mind? (1) 

 


